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Abstract: In this paper, a novel U-Net-based method for robust adherent cell segmentation for
quantitative phase microscopy image is designed and optimised. We designed and evaluated four
specific post-processing pipelines. To increase the transferability to different cell types, non-deep
learning transfer with adjustable parameters is used in the post-processing step. Additionally,
we proposed a self-supervised pretraining technique using nonlabelled data, which is trained
to reconstruct multiple image distortions and improved the segmentation performance from
0.67 to 0.70 of object-wise intersection over union. Moreover, we publish a new dataset of
manually labelled images suitable for this task together with the unlabelled data for self-supervised
pretraining.
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1. Introduction
Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) has proved to be a powerful tool for label-free live cell
microscopy. This technique typically provides images with superior image properties with respect
to automated image processing [1]. Various QPI techniques have been developed and tested
during the last decades, utilising different setups, e.g., off-axis, in-line or phase-shifting [2].
Ongoing progress in QPI microscopy enables the time-lapse observation of subtle changes in the
quantitative phase dynamics of cells, such as cell dry mass distribution. It has been shown (e.g.
[3,4]) that QPI-measured dynamical changes of various parameters are typical for specific cell
behaviour and can be used in different applications, e.g., cell motility assessment, homogeneity
of cell content or cell mass distribution evaluation. These phase-related changes can be observed
without fixation, labelling, or cell harvesting, which might severely change cell characteristics
[4].
A large body of recently published papers show that instance segmentation is still critical
for microscopy image segmentation in general, and QPI needs its specific setting. As we have
shown [1], the cell instance segmentation based on QPI image data typically provides better
results in comparison to other microscopic imaging techniques (e.g., phase contrast, differential
interference contrast etc.), and relatively basic image processing techniques can provide sufficient
results. However, there are still applications where precise cell segmentation is crucial due
to morphological parameters derived from individually segmented cells. This is particularly
important in cell death detection [4], cell cycle detection [5] or quantification of cell culture
quality [6] in a label-free setup utilizing QPI. Basic image processing methods can perform
well in many cases, as shown by a combination of thresholding, hole filling, and watershed
methods for yeast cell segmentation [7], Otsu-based thresholding of murine melanoma cells [8],
thresholding and watershed algorithms for adherent/suspended cell classification [9], iterative
thresholding method [10], or improved iterative thresholding using Laplacian of Gaussian image
enhancement and distance transform-based splitting for dense cell clusters [11].
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Fully convolutional neural networks (CNN), e.g., U-Net [12], with specific modifications for
individual cell separation, can be successfully applied in these applications. However, direct
application of U-Net for binary segmentation (foreground-background) does not achieve robust
separation of individual cells because each error in boundary pixels results in the connection
of these cells into one segmented cell. This can be overcome by a suitable modification of the
network output, as demonstrated on various microscopic non-QPI image data [13–16]. One
possibility is to introduce three classes, where a ’thicker cell boundary’ class is introduced,
and, after prediction, this boundary is used to divide the cells into individual objects [13,14].
Another simple solution is a prediction of a distance transform of the cell segmentation mask,
where the foreground can be found by thresholding, and individual cells in the prediction can be
found with the maxima detector. Another approach predicts the distance to a neighbouring cell
or combines these multiple approaches together [15]. There is an even more complex solution
for the prediction of star convex polygons, where for each pixel, distance to the boundary in
several directions is predicted – StarDist [16], or prediction of a vector field that can be used
for cell separation – CellPose [17]. Furthermore, specific deep learning approaches have also
been proposed for complex cell analysis of QPI data. Mask region-based convolution neural
(Mask R-CNN [18]) network was used in two recent papers [19] [20]. A U-Net architecture
[12] was also applied to QPI images, for instance, Yi et al. [21] applied U-Net to red blood cell
segmentation directly on hologram images to avoid the image reconstruction part. A similar
method using QPI of adherent mesenchymal stem cells was reported by Zhang et al. [22].
Recently, self-supervised pretraining methods became a popular and successful way to improve
the performance of deep learning (DL) methods [23]. Currently the best performing methods
based on contrastive learning (SimCLR [20] and SimCLRv2 [19]) are not suitable for segmentation
tasks, because they require network architecture with classification output, thus, they cannot
be used for pretraining of segmentation architectures (it can be used only for pretraining of
encoder part of the network). Several other approaches for self-supervised pretraining have
shown promising results, including prediction of image rotation [24], solving a jigsaw puzzle
[25], image in-painting prediction [26] or denoising [27], where only the last two are suitable for
segmentation networks. SeSe-Net [28] propose a more complex self-supervised approach, where
two networks are trained; one is trained for the segmentation quality prediction and another for
the segmentation. These two networks can then be applied for training on unlabelled data.
In this paper, we have implemented and compared four U-Net [12] based approaches for instance
cell segmentation with four specifically designed post-processing pipelines using different image
processing methods. To enable the transferability of the segmentation network to different sample
types (i.e. different cell morphologies) without the need of annotated training data, we aimed
to design these post-processing pipelines with only a few tunable parameters, which enables to
perform a non-deep learning transfer (non-DL transfer). Compared to standard transfer learning,
this approach does not require training data and computational demanding training of DL model.
We also aimed at the application of specific pretraining strategies using non-labelled images,
which can be used for self-supervised pretraining to improve final segmentation quality. The
proposed methodology with self-supervised pretraining improved both segmentation performance
and transferability to different cell types. Moreover, we propose a new dataset suitable for this
task. Besides manually labelled data, this dataset contains unlabelled data, which can be used for
self-supervised pretraining.
In summary, our main contributions are:
• Four strategies for instance cell segmentation with U-Net are compared.
• Specific post-processing pipelines with tunable/optimizable parameters are designed for
each segmentation strategy.
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• Transferability to different cell types by optimisation of post-processing parameters are
tested.
• The self-supervised pretraining method improving both the segmentation performance and
transferability to different cell types is proposed.
• A new manually labelled quantitative phase imaging dataset for cell segmentation with
unlabelled data for self-supervised pretraining is created.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Dataset
A set of adherent cell lines of various origins, tumorigenic potential, and morphology were
used in this paper (PC-3, PNT1A, 22Rv1, DU145, LNCaP, A2058, A2780, Fadu, G361, HOB).
PC-3, PNT1A, 22Rv1, DU145, LNCaP, A2780, and G361 cell lines were cultured in RPMI-
1640 medium, A2058, FaDu, and HOB cell lines were cultured in DMEM-F12 medium, all
supplemented with antibiotics (penicillin 100 U/ml and streptomycin 0.1 mg/ml), and with 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS). Prior to microscopy acquisition, the cells were maintained at 37 ◦C
in a humidified (60%) incubator with 5% CO2 (Sanyo, Japan). For acquisition purposes, the
cells were cultivated in the Flow chamber µ-Slide I Luer Family (Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany).
To maintain standard cultivation conditions during time-lapse experiments, cells were placed
in the gas chamber H201 – for Mad City Labs Z100/Z500 piezo Z-stage (Okolab, Ottaviano
NA, Italy). For the acquisition of QPI, a coherence-controlled holographic microscope (Telight,
Q-Phase) was used. Objective Nikon Plan 10×/0.3 was used for hologram acquisition with a
CCD camera (XIMEA MR4021MC). Holographic data were numerically reconstructed with the
Fourier transform method (described in [29]) and phase unwrapping was used on the phase image.
QPI datasets used in this paper were acquired during various experimental setups and treatments.
The individual images were taken at different time intervals (at least three hours) during which
the cells significantly changed their morphology. Thus we obtained morphologically distinct
cells in all images of our dataset.
Our datasets consist of 244 labelled images of PC-3 (7,907 cells), 205 labelled PNT1A
(9,288 cells) denoted as QPI_Seg_PNT1A_PC3, and 1,819 unlabelled images with a mixture
of 22Rv1, A2058, A2780, DU145, Fadu, G361, HOB and LNCaP used for pretraining denoted
as QPI_Cell_unlabelled. Data were labelled using a custom MATLAB semiautomatic tool,
where the image is pre-segmented using [10], and then manually edited with a set of drawing
tools (e.g., cell splitting with scribble, union of selected cells, drawing a new cell, deleting
the selected cell and correction of cell borders). An example of PC-3 and PNT1A cells from
QPI_Seg_PNT1A_PC3 dataset is shown in Fig. 4. An example of images of another cell lines
from QPI_Cell_unlabelled dataset is shown Supplement 1, Fig. S2. Dataset is available at the
Zenodo repository [39] and the source code for semiautomatic segmentation is available together
with all proposed algorithms at [40].
Labelled data were divided into training, validation, and testing sets in proportion 85/5/10%
and pretraining data were divided into training and validation sets in portion 95/5%. Labelled
data (training part) were also used for pretraining to make the pretraining set even larger.
2.2. Segmentation approaches
In this work, a novel approach for instance segmentation, inspired by [15] was designed and
tested. Specifically, besides binary foreground segmentation, four other parametric images were
predicted and used for splitting the foreground into individual cells. Specific post-processing
(cell detection) pipelines to achieve instance cell segmentation were designed for each of these
prediction approaches. A general processing scheme is shown in Fig. 1(a).
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Fig. 1. Block diagrams of tested instance segmentation methods: (a) General processing
schema. (b) Detailed processing scheme of individual post-processing methods (distance
transform – DT, prediction of boundary pixels – BP, prediction of eroded image – BE,
neighbour distance transform – NDT). Optimised parameters of the individual post-processing
methods are shown in green. The red arrows indicate an input of the predicted foreground.
U-Net prediction model is in blue colour.
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The U-Net [12] network with EfficientNet-B2 [30] encoder (E-U-Net) was used in our approach.
Two different loss functions were used. Dice loss was used for U-Net training of pixel classification
outputs and Mean squared error (MSE) was used for the training of U-Net with pixel regression
outputs. For more details about the implementation see Supplement 1.
All proposed post-processing utilise marker-controlled watershed (MCW) [31] (similarly to
[14]), which is a highly efficient method in cell segmentation tasks [1] using QPI data. These
post-processing approaches were further extended by subsequent steps (see Fig. 1(b)) to make it
efficient and easy to optimise by adjustment of four parameters using Bayesian optimisation [32].
In our implementation, the MCW has three inputs – (1) a binary mask (foreground mask), which
is split into individual cells; (2) seeds, where every seed produce one object; (3) input image,
which is used to generate the watershed borders (i.e., flooded image). Borders produced by the
watershed are used to split the binary foreground mask. The last step of all methods is the area
filter, which removes objects smaller than an optimized threshold. In the three post-processing
pipelines, a robust maxima detector is used – it is a local maxima detector applying a constraint
of the minimal distance d on the individual detected maxima; h-maxima transform [33] for a
constraint of the minimal peak prominence; and threshold for minimal maxima value T .
Parameters of the post-processing pipeline were determined by Bayesian optimisation [32]
(implementation from [34]), where the value of the cost function (Object-wise Intersection over
Union, OIoU – see Section 2.4) was optimised on the validation set. The ranges of optimised
parameters and the optimised values are summarized in Supplemental document. A brief
description of the implemented and tested pipelines follows.
DT – In the first approach, a normalised distance transform (DT) [35] image is predicted.
During the training phase, this image is created from the mask of the manually segmented image
and used for U-Net training. Each cell distance map is normalised to have a maximum value of
one. In the inference phase, DT image is predicted with a trained network from the input image
and used for instance cell segmentation (Fig. 1(b)). A robust maxima detector (described above)
is then applied for seed generation, and these are used together with the predicted DT image and
the predicted foreground image as an input to the above-described MCW algorithm.
BP – In the second approach, the individual cell masks are converted into cell boundary pixels
(BP), which can be obtained by dilatation of individual cells and determining their overlap (see
Fig. 1(b)). The amount of this dilatation was selected by manual tuning of a disc structuring
element with a radius equal to 8 pixels. In post-processing, the eroded foreground (with an
optimised size structuring element) is divided by the predicted boundary pixels. The resulting
seeds are filtered with an area filter and minimal distance between centroids. Besides these seeds,
the negative of the original QPI image is used as the input image for the watershed.
BE – In the third approach, besides the foreground/background, a binary eroded (BE)
foreground is predicted, where erosion will make a larger separation between individual cells (see
Fig. 1(b)). The amount of erosion was selected by manual tuning of a disc structuring element
with a radius equal to 4 pixels. A separation of not completely separated cells is done by the
post-processing with DT, robust maxima detector (without threshold T) and watershed algorithm.
The combination of DT with the watershed algorithm is a standard approach for splitting the
connected objects in their narrowest connection (i.e., it splits the shapes in the narrowest points).
With a robust maxima detector, this separation is regularised with minimal centroid distance and
h-maxima transform. Output is used as a seed for the second watershed algorithm, where the
negative of the original QPI image is used as the input image for MCW.
NDT – In the fourth approach, the neighbour distance transform (NDT) [14] is applied, and
this predicted parametric map instead of the normalised DT image is used. An image transformed
by NDT contains the values of distance to the closest cell (see Fig. 1(b)), and background pixels
are set to zero. This can be obtained with multiple DT calculations – for each cell, we can
calculate DT from other cells and use the region inside this cell for NDT. In the post-processing
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phase, the predicted NDT image is multiplied by the eroded foreground (eroded with a circular
structuring element of optimised size), and a robust maxima detector is applied to obtain seeds.
Finally, NDT image is used as an input image for MCW.
2.3. Self-supervised pretraining
Self-supervised pretraining has proved to be an efficient method to improve the efficiency
of different tasks in machine learning. We have tested four different approaches and their
combination. All these approaches distort the input image in a different way, and the U-net is
learned to restore these distortions using MSE loss. The principle of pretraining is shown in
Fig. 2(a), and few examples of distorted images are shown in Fig. 2(c). The following distortions
were applied:
Fig. 2. Principle and results of pretraining methods: (a) Schematic example of principle of
pretraining with example of network input and output – distorted input image created by
combination of several augmentation techniques should be restored by U-Net; mean squared
error (MSE) between restored and original undistorted image is used for pretraining. (b)
Results of comparison of proposed mixed pretraining (all) with individual image distortions
used for pretraining and without any pretraining (SC); Distance transform (DT) method is
used for all evaluations; for pretraining methods the network pretrained also on ImageNet
beforehand (pIN+selfPT) is used; results are for 5-fold validation and bar plots show average
and standard deviation, (c) Example images of individual distortion methods.
Additive noise with two different distributions – impulse and Gaussian noise, where the
probability of each pixel being corrupted and the standard deviation were optimised, respectively.
For impulse noise, only some pixels were corrupted (with a specified probability), but with large
maximal noise values of 5-times the average image standard deviation.
Occlusion with rectangular blocks – we have generated a set of randomly sized rectangular
blocks at random positions and replaced them with a Gaussian noise with a standard deviation
equal to the average standard deviation. The number of blocks and the maximal block length of the
rectangle edge were optimised. This, also known as image inpainting, is another straightforward
method for pretraining of segmentation networks [26].
Rotation of square block – Another pretraining method of classification network is the
prediction of rotation [24], which is also adapted in our application. Specifically, for rotation, we
have rotated random square blocks, where the number of blocks and block size were optimised.
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Reordering of four quadrants – Jigsaw puzzle pretraining [25] was also adapted for the
segmentation network. It was implemented as a selection of random square blocks, which were
split into four quadrants, and these quadrants were reshuffled. Similarly to the rotation and
occlusion, the number of blocks and block size were optimised.
For the final self-supervised pretraining, a mixture of all these distortions was used, where the
parameters of individual distortions were optimised using Bayesian optimisation. [32], but only
a single validation fold was used during optimisation. For the optimised parameter ranges and
optimal values see Supplement 1.
2.4. Evaluation metrics
For all results, the values of 5-fold validation are presented, where for each fold a new random
train/validation/test split was applied. For the evaluation of semantic segmentation, the results






TP + FP + FN
(1)
where R is the set of cell pixels of Ground Truth (GT) mask, S is the set of cell pixels in the
algorithm result of semantic segmentation. TP, FP, and FN are the number of true positive, false
positive, and false negative pixels, respectively. Similarly, F1 score (Dice coefficient) can be used,
where it can be converted to IoU with monotonic transformation (maintaining the algorithm
ranking). IoU for binary (semantic) segmentation will be denoted as BIoU.
For the evaluation of instance segmentation, an object-based metric is required. The object
score F1 is defined in [13], such that the segmented cell is considered as a true positive if
its IoU with the corresponding cell in the GT mask is higher than the selected threshold. A
similar metric called Average Precision (AP) applies object-wise IoU instead of F1 score:
APT = TP/(TP + FP + FN), where subscript T denotes the threshold for the object to be
considered as TP [17]. Thus, AP can be calculated for various thresholds with a minimum
threshold of 0.5 to ensure the uniqueness of the assignment of GT cells to the resulting cell.
However, AP does not produce a single number, which would be easier to handle and would
be more suitable for optimisation tasks. On the other hand, SEG score (used in the cell tracking
challenge [36]) combines pixel segmentation accuracy with the correctness of identification of
individual cells in a single number. In SEG, for every GT object, the segmented object with the
largest IoU is found. If IoU for any GT object is smaller than 0.5, then IoU for this object is set to
zero. Next, the average IoU of all GT objects is calculated. Again, the threshold 0.5 ensures that
each GT object can be paired with only one segmented object. As SEG score does not contain
false positive (FP) objects, we are using a more strict modification, where FP objects are counted
as additional zero values for the calculation of this metric, and it will be denoted as Object-wise
IoU (OIoU).
3. Experimental results
Several experimental setups were conducted to compare and test the proposed approach. First of
all, U-Net based approaches were compared to non-DL approaches. Then, for the best method (i.e.
post-processing pipeline), we show the improvement achieved by the self-supervised pretraining.
Afterwards, we evaluated the non-DL transferability of the whole pipeline to different cell types
by re-optimisation of the post-processing parameters only, without pretraining the DL network –
non-DL-transfer.
3.1. Deep-learning and classical methods comparison
Comparisons of the proposed U-Net based approaches and non-DL approaches are shown on
Fig. 3(a)-(c). For non-DL approaches, implementations from [4] and [11] were used. Specifically,
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simple threshold segmentation combined with the fast radial symmetry transform detection,
sST + dFRST, and simple threshold segmentation combined with distance transform-based
detection (sST + dDT) from [4] was used; improved iterative thresholding (IIT) from [11] and
implementation of iterative thresholding (denoted as Loewke) [10] was used. Similarly, the
parameters of non-DL methods were optimised on the validation set.
Fig. 3. Results of the proposed methods and available non-DL methods for QPI cell
segmentation. Upper row: comparison of three proposed DL approaches with existing
non-DL methods is shown using different metrics: (a) – Object-wise Intersection over Union
(OIoU), (b) – Binary Intersection over Union (BIoU), and (c) – Average Precision (AP)
dependent on IoU thresholds. Lower row: comparison of proposed network trained from
scratch (SC), proposed self-supervised pretraining (selfPT), ImageNet pretrained network
(pIN), and ImageNet pretrained network with additional proposed self-supervised pretraining
(pIN+selfPT) is shown in (d) – OIoU, (e) – BIoU, and (f) – AP dependent on IoU thresholds,
where all results are shown for distance transform (DT) method. Results are for 5-fold
validation, where AP shows average value and bar plots show average and standard deviation.
U-Net based approaches except for NDT method performed very similarly in all metrics (OIoU,
BIoU and AP) with 0.667, 0.665 and 0.664 of OIoU for DT, BP and BE methods, respectively.
Proposed NDT approach performed significantly worse, similarly to non-DL methods with
OIoU 0.606, 0.634, 0.615, 0.610, 0.590, for NDT, sST + dFRST, IIT, Loewke and sST + dDT,
respectively. They are also significantly worse in the other metrics, BIoU and AP.
Examples of results for PC-3 and PNT1A cells are shown in Fig. 4. For less densely clustered
cells (i.e., easier to segment), all methods performed similarly with relatively good results.
However, for densely clustered cells, noticeable differences between methods can be observed.
The following evaluations are performed for the best performing DT method in OIoU metric,
which was chosen as the main optimisation metric in this paper.
3.2. Self-supervised pretraining evaluation
Self-supervised pretraining (denoted as selfPT) using the optimised setting (optimised by Bayesian
optimisation on the validation set) was compared to the network trained from scratch (denoted as
SC) and the network pretrained on ImageNet dataset (denoted as pIN); moreover, we have tried to
use ImagNet pretrained network and retrain it again using the proposed self-supervised pretraining
(denoted as pIN+selfPT). As shown in Fig. 3(d)-(f), selfPT and pIN networks performed similarly
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Fig. 4. Example of results for one field of view of PNT1A and PC3 cells using different
segmentation methods. The numbers in brackets represent OIoU for individual images in
this example. Colour contours represent individual cell borders.
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with OIoU 0.702 and 0.699, respectively; however, its combination (pIN+selfPT) leads to an
additional improvement to 0.712 OIoU. The same trend is also kept for other metrics – BIoU and
AP. The examples in Fig. 4 shows that pIN+selfPT significantly improved the segmentation of
densely clustered cells.
Comparisons of the proposed mixed pretraining techniques with only individual distortion
pretraining are shown in Fig. 2(b). The best result was achieved by the proposed optimised
mixture of all distortions (OIoU 0.712). The OIoU values for individual distortions were 0.693,
0.702, 0.703 and 0.708 for noise, occlusion, jigsaw, and rotation, respectively. The rotation
performs best of the individual methods, and noise performs worst.
Moreover, the dependence of SC, pIN and pIN + selfPT networks on the amount of training
data is shown in Fig. 5, where you can see OIoU and BIoU performance of these networks for
10%, 25%, 50% and 100% of randomly selected training data. It shows that pIN + selfPT keeps
a reasonable performance of 0.55 OIoU even in very low data regimes – 10% of training data,
while SC and pIN networks failed with significantly lower values of 0.24 OIoU and 0.31 OIoU,
respectively.
Fig. 5. Results of the networks with the reduced training set to 10%, 25%, 50% and 100%
of randomly selected training data. Mean results of Object-wise Intersection over Union
(OIoU) and Binary Intersection over Union (BIoU) are shown on (a) and (b), respectively.
SC, pIN and pIN + selfPT are results for training from scratch, ImageNet pretraining and
proposed self-supervised pretraining with network pretrained on ImageNet beforehand,
respectively. Numbers are averages of 5-fold validation and lines in bar plots represent
standard deviations.
3.3. Transferability analysis between PC-3 and PNT1A
The proposed pipeline consists of deep neural network training and post-processing pipeline
parameters optimisation, which opens the possibility of transfer to different cell lines just by adjust-
ment of a few post-processing parameters. For this, a combination of training/optimisation/testing
on PC-3 or PNT1A only, and on the mix of both cell lines (PC-3+PNT1A) was evaluated, and
the results are shown in Fig. 6. Moreover, the results of other pretraining strategies (SC, pIN and
pIN+selfPT) are presented, which shows the effect of pretraining on the non-DL transferability.
Segmentation results of PC-3 cells for the pIN+selfPT reached a very similar value for the
network trained and optimised on PC-3 – 0.71 OIoU (see Fig. 6(c)) and for the network trained
on PNT1A and optimised on PC-3 – 0.69 OIoU. Even the pIN+selfPT network trained and
optimised on PNT1A performed well on PC-3 cells – 0.69 OIoU. However, the SC network
trained and optimised on PNT1A performed significantly worse on PC-3 cells – 0.62 OIoU.
For PNT1A cells, there are larger differences between the network trained on PNT1A and
the network transferred on PNT1A by post-processing pipeline parameters optimisation. The
pIN+selfPT network trained and optimised on PC-3 reached on PNT1A cells OIoU 0.61. When
it was non-DL transferred by post-processing parameters optimisation (i.e., trained on PC-3
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Fig. 6. Results of transferability between PC-3 and PNT1A by optimisation of post-
processing parameters. Tables (a-b) show combinations of cell type used for training of
the deep network, cell type used for optimisation of post-processing pipeline parameters,
and cell type used for evaluation (PC-3 – images with PC-3 cell line only, images with
PNT1A – PNT1A cell line only, PC-3 + PNT1A – mix of images containing both above
mentioned cell lines). Important selected values from tables are shown on plots (c-d) using
the corresponding colours. SC, pIN and pIN + selfPT are results for training from scratch,
ImageNet pretraining and proposed self-supervised pretraining with network pretrained on
ImageNet beforehand, respectively. Numbers are averages of 5-fold validation and lines in
bar plots represent standard deviations.
and optimised on PNT1A) it significantly improved the performance to 0.66. In comparison,
the network trained and optimised using PNT1A reached 0.71. For the SC network trained and
the pIN network, the same trend is kept – the OIoU performance is lower than our proposed
pretraining scheme.
3.4. Non-DL transfer application to unseen cell lines
In the last experiment we used different cell types (PNT1A or PC-3) to examine the ability
of non-DL transferability to diverse cell lines. For this purpose, we prepared a new manually
labelled dataset (15 images for validation and 10 images for testing) for three diverse cell lines
from pretraining data – G361, HOB, and A2058.
For each new cell type, we took the model originally trained on a mixture of PC-3 and PNT1A
images and the parameters of post-processing pipeline were optimised using 15 validation images
of the new cell type (G361/HOB/A2058). The achieved results for individual cell types are
presented in Fig. 7 for the three pretraining strategies – SC, pIN and pIN + selfPT. It can be seen
that both self-supervised pretraining and non-DL transfer significantly improve the OIoU value.
The highest influence of non-DL transfer is achieved on the A2058 cell type, because these cells
are morphologically distinctly different from the cells used for training (see Supplement 1, Fig.
S2), while for morphologically similar G361 cells the influence is much lower. For pIN + selfPT
network and HOB cells, non-DL transfer leads to a slight decrease of mean OIoU performance.
However, this is a small difference on HOB cells, which are similar to PC3/PNT1A cells, thus,
there is no room for improvement with non-DL transfer.
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Fig. 7. Results of non-Deep-Learning (non-DL) transferability to new cell types by
optimisation of post-processing parameters. Results of network trained and optimised on
mixture of PC3 and PNT1A with original post-processing parameters are shown in blue.
Results of network trained on mix of PC-3 and PNT1A and post-processing parameters
optimised on the individual new cell types are shown in blue. SC, pIN and pIN + selfPT
are results for training from scratch, ImageNet pretraining and proposed self-supervised
pretraining with network pretrained on ImageNet beforehand, respectively. G361, HOB and
A2058 are cell lines used for evaluation. Numbers are averages of Object-wise Intersection
over Union (OIoU) of 5-fold validation and lines in bar plots represent standard deviations.
4. Discussion
The results in this paper have shown the superiority of DL methods for QPI cell segmentation
over the classical approaches. However, the gap between DL and non-DL approaches is not as
significant as in other applications. As our results show, the network performance gradually
increases with the amount of training data. The main advantage of the deep learning approach
might only be evident on orders of magnitude larger datasets. However, the proposed dataset
is relatively large and adding new manually segmented cells is always connected to the limited
precision of a human observer. Furthermore, it must be noted that QPI is typically easily
segmentable, and thus, the application of non-DL methods might provide satisfactory results,
particularly for adherent cells with lower density. A benefit of DL approach arises in more
difficult tasks (segmentation of high cell density with complex shapes).
In our approach, we proposed and compared four post-processing pipelines (DT, BP, BE, NDT).
We observed that the prediction of NDT image performed by the U-net has very low quality.
Thus, we conclude that this representation is difficult to predict with the selected network, and
for this reason it shows the worst performance of proposed DL methods. Proposed BE and BP
methods performed similarly as DT; however, BE and BP methods use the original QPI image in
its pipeline for creation of the final cell separation line. Therefore, they are modality-dependent
and cannot be directly used for e.g., differential interference contrast microscopy images [1]. The
selected DT approach uses only the estimated DT image, which can be, in principle, predicted
from any imaging modality.
In addition, a new evaluation metric named OIoU for the evaluation of instance segmentation is
also proposed, which summarises the correctness of detection of individual objects together with
the precision of their segmentation. Compared to AP, it produces just a single number, which
can be used for the optimisation of the method; and compared to SEG score, it also penalises
false positive detections.
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Different implementations of DL approach in this paper were performed with two particular
networks – one for foreground prediction and the second for the prediction of the image with
separated cells. This approach ensures avoiding ’fight over features’ for these two tasks; however,
the training of a single network for the prediction of both images together is, in principle, possible
with the benefit of the faster inference.
Self-supervised pretraining (selfPT) on unlabelled data has shown similar performance as
ImageNet pretrained network (pIN); however, self-supervised pretraining of ImageNet pretrained
network together (pIN+selfPT) further increased the performance. Moreover, pIN+selfPT
performed significantly better especially with a very small amount of training data, which can
be useful in practical applications. Furthermore, we also performed a simple experiment with
the influence of an amount of pretraining data on the result and we showed that pretraining
improves the results even with a small amount of pretraining data, and does not improve with
additional data significantly (see Supplement 1, Fig. S1 ). Different distortions applied during the
pretraining have used the same framework of restoration of the distorted image, which enables to
include another type of distortion. However, the combination of single distortion has led to only
a negligible result improvement in comparison to patch rotation. Thus, further investigation of
self-supervised pretraining may bring new findings. The self-supervised pretraining also may
not be the best approach, how to efficiently utilise unlabelled data. For example, a multi-task
network with self-supervised tasks and a segmentation task trained synchronously may perform
even better [37]. We leave those investigations to future work.
The main advantage of optimisation in the post-processing phase is the number of optimised
parameters (only four parameters in our implementation). This enables easy application of the
already trained DL network to a slightly different task (i.e., different cell lines with different
morphological properties) and might be a part of the solution leading to green AI strategies [38].
Moreover, these parameters can also be adjusted manually without optimisation. The success of
this approach will depend on the dissimilarity of the particular tasks. However, in our case, we
have shown that non-DL transfer is an efficient way to adjust the whole pipeline from PC-3 cell
to PNT1A cell segmentation and vice versa. Similarly, we confirmed that both non-DL transfer
and self-supervised pretraining improved the network performance on distinct cell types, which
were not used for network training. The combination with self-supervised pretraining provides
an efficient way to achieve higher segmentation precision without the need for large labelled data
for the new task.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, the U-Net-based method for robust adherent cell segmentation for quantitative
phase microscopy image was designed and optimised. Four different U-Net based methods
for instance cell segmentation were tested, and three of these methods achieved very similar
results. These DL-based methods outperformed several well-performing non-DL methods.
However, the gap between DL and non-DL methods is not so significant on a dataset of this size.
Additionally, a novel self-supervised pretraining method based on image reconstruction from
multiple distortions was proposed, where the proposed mixture of distortions achieved better
results than each individual distortion. This improved the segmentation performance from 0.67
to 0.70 of Object-wise IoU, compared to a network trained from scratch. Another important
characteristic of the proposed approach is the post-processing pipeline with adjustable parameters.
This concept enables to test the non-deep learning transferability between different cell types
without retraining the DL model just by optimisation of a few parameters of these post-processing
pipelines. A manually segmented dataset for QPI cell segmentation (449 images) is published
simultaneously with this paper (QPI_Seg_PNT1A_PC3) with additional unlabelled data (1,819
images) for self-supervised pretraining (QPI_Cell_unlabelled).
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